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Giving Strengths-Based Feedback

Giving employees immediate, appreciative feedback has proven to often be even 
more motivating than money. This is because we each crave a sense of progress 
and accomplishment and when this need is met we feel valued.

Why strengths-based feedback makes a difference?
Strengths-based feedback - taking note of what engages, absorbs and energizes 
people the most - helps improve people’s awareness of their best moments and 
how to replicate or broaden these to enhance future performance. When you help 
the recipient understand what you value them for, why you’d appreciate them 
building on this in future and how you think this can be achieved it builds self-
belief, confidence and resilience for new challenges.

Far from being a “soft” option, strengths-based feedback is a smart business 
decision because people experience disproportionally larger gains when they 
invest in building a strength, than they do on fixing a weakness. This is because 
developing strengths builds on neural pathways that are already dominant in the 
person’s brain - advancing them towards the estimated 8,000 - 10,000 hours of 
deliberate practice required for mastery in any domain. Whereas, overcoming a 
weakness requires them to literally rewire their brain, needing substantially more 
practice and effort to enhance poor neural connections.

How can you prepare to give strengths-based feedback?
When giving feedback it’s important to be aware of your intentions for the other 
person. Are you providing feedback because you want to help them see when they 
are at their best and how they can build on this potential (strengths-based)? Or 
are you giving feedback because you want to point out their failings and what they 
need to do to fix themselves (deficit-focused)? How will your intention leave the 
recipient feeling in terms of appreciation, motivation and engagement for what you 
want them to do next?
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Does this mean we can only say good things?
Providing strengths-based feedback doesn’t mean you can only ever discuss 
what’s going right. Just because a strength leads to success in one instance, 
doesn’t mean it will be appropriate in a different set of circumstance. Helping 
people develop their awareness about when their strengths enable them to 
succeed and when they’re less appreciated is essential to unleash their potential.

There may be times when you’ll need to provide feedback to help someone 
determine which strengths are most appropriate for specific contexts. For example 
dialing down their curiosity and dialing up their perseverance against a tight 
deadline.

There may also be times when you’ll need to provide feedback about the over-
utilization of a particular strength as all strengths have a shadow side when taken 
too far, for example the over-reliance on kindness leaving them depleted and 
exhausted.

If someone has an area of weakness that poses a genuine risk it should of course 
be addressed. This can be done through strengths-based feedback by identifying 
the area for development and working with the recipient to see what strengths they 
have that could be used to fix the weakness.

For example, someone high in curiosity but lower in social intelligence could use 
their strength of curiosity to take more of an interest in getting to know people 
better. The recipient will feel more confident, engaged and energized to tackle a 
weakness by using their strengths than they would otherwise.
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As you provide feedback think about:
• Examples of where you’ve seen and valued their strengths in action so they 

know the type of work you want them to replicate.
• Areas where you’d like to see them develop their strengths further and/or use 

them more.
• Anywhere their strengths are being overplayed and need dialing back. 

How can you give strengths-based feedback? 
Strengths-based feedback can be provided in real-time and/or at performance 
reviews depending on how your organization works. It can be given informally with 
a simple thank you or observation about an employee’s performance or provided as 
part of a formal feedback process. 

Real-time, informal feedback can be given anywhere, anytime and anyplace. For 
example, try to thank at least one person each day at the office by giving them 
strengths-based feedback about how they’ve helped you today. Be specific about 
the effort they’ve made and why this was valuable so they know how to build upon 
it. This is a great habit to build in any office. 

Real-time, formal feedback can be collected by using questionnaires answered 
by supervisors, peers, or subordinates. A performance rating scale ranging from 
“never” to “always” can be used to answer questions like:
• (name) uses their strengths each day at work to help our team achieve our 

objectives.
• name) easily communicates their strengths to other and how they can be of 

most value to the team.
• name) is invested in developing their strengths to help us reach new heights.
• name) is aware of the shadow sides of their strengths – when they’re in danger 

of being overplayed – and manages this well.
• name) is interested and supportive of other team members using their strengths 

to help us achieve our objectives.
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• (name) uses their strengths each day at work to provide a better experience for 
our customers.

• I know I can count on (name)’s strengths when we need them. 
• Respondents can also be asked to provide specific and constructive 

comments in response to the questions below.
• What are (name)’s key strengths and how have you seen him/her leverage them 

to be at his/her best?
• How could (name) further develop their strengths to add greater value to our 

people and our customers?

These questions are suggestions only.
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